
 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

____________________________________ 
TOWN OF WOLFEBORO   ) 
      ) Civil No. 1:12-cv-00130-JD 
   Plaintiff,  ) 
v.      )  
      ) 
WRIGHT-PIERCE,    ) 
      ) 
   Defendant.  ) 

 
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION IN LIMINE TO STRIKE DEFENDANT’S AFFIRMATIVE 

DEFENSES PERTAINING TO COMPARATIVE FAULT 
 

Plaintiff, the Town of Wolfeboro (“Wolfeboro”) hereby submits this Motion in Limine to 

Strike the Defendant Wright-Pierce’s (“WP”) Affirmative Defenses Pertaining to Comparative 

Fault.  Specifically, Wolfeboro seeks to strike WP’s Fifth, Sixth, Tenth and Eleventh Affirmative 

Defenses (collectively referred to as WP’s “Comparative Fault Defenses”) and seeks to bar any 

testimony, expert or lay, purporting to demonstrate or relate to Wolfeboro’s alleged negligence. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Wolfeboro seeks damages arising out of the investigation, capacity analysis, selection, 

evaluation, design, and operation of a Rapid Infiltration Basin System (“RIB System”) sited and 

designed by WP and used for the purpose of disposing of Wolfeboro’s long term treated 

wastewater effluent needs.  Wolfeboro alleges, inter alia, that WP was negligent in its evaluation 

of disposal alternatives available to Wolfeboro, its selection of the RIB Site (specifically, WP’s 

capacity analysis of the RIB Site), and its design of the RIB System.  Wolfeboro further alleges 

that WP fraudulently misrepresented the ability of the RIB Site to handle the design load of a 

monthly average of 600,000 gallons per day, knowing that that the RIB Site did not have the 

capacity to handle this load.   

In its Answer to the Amended Complaint, WP alleges that Wolfeboro’s operation of the 
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RIB Site during the months of March and April 2009 caused the RIB Site to fail, and raises the 

Comparative Fault Defenses (albeit in summary fashion).  To succeed on its Comparative Fault 

Defenses, WP has the burden to prove that Wolfeboro negligently operated the RIB system and 

that the negligent operation caused or contributed to Wolfeboro’s damages.  In a case of this 

complexity, to meet that burden WP must present an expert opinion on both negligent conduct 

and causation.  Here, WP has disclosed no competent expert opinion that Wolfeboro’s conduct 

was negligent or the proximate and legal cause of its damages.  Thus, as a matter of law, WP will 

fail to meet its burden of proof as to the Comparative Fault Defenses.   

Accordingly, Wolfeboro requests a pretrial order: (1) striking the Comparative Fault 

Defenses of contributory negligence, comparative fault and the fault of others; and (2) barring 

any testimony purporting to prove or relate to Wolfeboro’s alleged negligence in operation of the 

RIB System (or otherwise), and (3) barring any argument that Wolfeboro “overloaded” the RIB 

Site or that Wolfeboro’s conduct caused damage to the RIB Site.  In further support thereof, 

Wolfeboro states the following: 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND  

A. Project History1  

On April 19, 2005, NHDES issued an Administrative Order (No. WD 05-014) (the 

“Administrative Order”) identifying several existing violations in Wolfeboro’s system of treating 

wastewater and storing and disposing of treated effluent.  Amended Complaint at ¶12.  The 

Administrative Order directed Wolfeboro to complete a number of remedial actions, all by May 

1, 2007.  Id.   

On or about November, 11, 2005, Wolfeboro selected WP as the Engineer of Record to 

assist Wolfeboro in responding to and complying with the Administrative Order.  Id. at ¶14.  WP 
                                                 
1 Wolfeboro’s Motions in Limine include an identical “Project History” section for the Court’s ease of reference. 
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and Wolfeboro subsequently entered into a series of contracts which required WP to perform all 

investigation, engineering and design related services related a new wastewater disposal facility.  

See generally Amended Complaint.   

The Project required the expertise and cooperation of multiple engineering disciplines.  

Indeed, the contract executed by Wolfeboro and WP required WP to perform all of the 

engineering and design related services required of the Project.  Thus, WP was required to 

investigate and understand the RIB Site (hydrogeology and geotechnical engineering), correctly 

estimate the capacity of the RIB Site (hydrogeology, groundwater modeling and geotechnical 

engineering), interpret the applicable federal and local regulations (environmental engineering 

and wastewater engineering), site and design the rapid infiltration beds (hydrology, groundwater 

modeling, geotechnical engineering and civil engineering), design the piping and pumps 

necessary to transport the treated effluent to the rapid infiltration beds (geotechnical engineering 

and civil engineering), and provide guidance on the operation of the RIB System (a combination 

of all engineering disciplines).   WP represented to Wolfeboro that it had the ability to provide all 

of the engineering services necessary for the Project.  In fact, WP did not.  The standard of care 

applicable to WP’s work on the Project requires that WP not only satisfy the standard of care 

applicable to each of these individual disciplines but also satisfy the standard of care applicable 

to the wastewater project engineer who is responsible for identifying the need for each area of 

expertise, bringing together and managing each of these individual disciplines and ultimately 

interpreting the findings and work product of each of the individual components of the Project.   

In March of 2007, WP issued a Preliminary Design Report recommending that 

Wolfeboro purchase a parcel of land (described as “Wolf 1A”) for the construction of a rapid 

infiltration disposal system (also known as a Rapid Infiltration Basin System or a “RIB” or “RIB 
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System”) (the investigation, capacity analysis, selection, evaluation, design, and operation of the 

RIB system is hereinafter referred to as the “Project”).  Id. at ¶58.  As a result of WP’s 

recommendation and representations, Wolfeboro paid $1,050,000 to purchase the “Wolf 1A” 

Site for the specific purpose of siting the Project.  Id. at ¶60.  In total Wolfeboro paid WP over 

$1,500,000 for engineering services pursuant to five (5) separate contracts with WP, culminating 

in the selection of the Wolf 1A Site (“RIB Site”) and the construction of the RIB System on the 

RIB Site.  Id. at ¶71.      

It is undisputed that, soon after initial startup and operation of the RIB System in March 

2009, numerous issues arose regarding the performance of the RIB System and the impact of its 

operation on the RIB Site.  Wolfeboro now seeks damages arising out of the services and work 

performed by WP on the Project, alleging, inter alia, that WP was negligent in its evaluation of 

disposal alternatives available to Wolfeboro, its investigation of the RIB Site, capacity analysis 

of the RIB Site, its evaluation of the RIB Site, its selection of the RIB Site its overall design of 

the Project, and its instructions to Wolfeboro regarding the initial operation of the Project.   

B. WP’s Comparative Fault Defenses 

WP’s Answer to the Amended Complaint sets forth the following affirmative defenses 

concerning Comparative Fault: 

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE:  If the Plaintiff was damaged as alleged, 
which WP denies, then said damage resulted from the Plaintiff’s own negligent 
conduct. Accordingly, the Plaintiff is barred from recovery or its recovery must be 
reduced proportionately to its contributory negligence. 

 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE:  If the Plaintiff was damaged as alleged, 
which WP denies, then said damage resulted from the acts and/or omissions of 
persons or entities over which WP had no control and for whose conduct WP is 
neither legally liable nor responsible. 

 
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE:  The Plaintiff’s claims are barred because 
all of the Plaintiff’s damages, if any, arise from subsequent events that did not 
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arise from any actionable claims against WP. 
 
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE:  If the Plaintiff was damaged as 
alleged, said damages were caused by the intervening and/or superseding acts of 
other parties for whom WP is not responsible. 

 
WP does not deny that the RIB Site has been damages as a result of the operation of the 

RIB System, but (upon information and belief) intends to argue that Wolfeboro’s allegedly 

negligent initial operation of the RIB Site during startup in March and April 2009 caused this 

damage to the RIB Site.  Specifically, Wolfeboro believes that WP intends to argue at trial that 

Wolfeboro negligently “overloaded” the RIB Site by allegedly exceeding the discharge rate in 

the NHDES permit applicable to the RIB Site, and that this “negligence” caused some or all of 

Wolfeboro’s damages.   

LEGAL ANALYSIS 

A. WP’s Fifth Affirmative Defense (Comparative Fault) 

WP’s Fifth Affirmative Defense alleges “contributory negligence.”  New Hampshire law, 

however, does not recognize contributory negligence as a bar to damages, it recognizes 

comparative fault and a potential reduction in damages based on apportionment.  N.H. RSA 

507:7-d; Townsend v. Legere, 141 N.H. 593, 594-95 (1997); Jenks v. N.H. Motor Speedway, 

2012 DNH 6 (D.N.H. 2012) (applying New Hampshire law as to comparative fault).  Thus, for 

the purposes of this Motion only, Wolfeboro will assume WP is articulating an affirmative 

defense predicated on comparative fault.  

1. Burden of Proof 

RSA 507:7-d clearly states that “the burden of proof as to the existence or amount of 

causal negligence alleged to be attributable to a party shall rest upon the party making such 

allegation.”  RSA 507:7-d; see also Goudreault v. Kleeman, 158 N.H. 236, 256 (2009) (for 
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comparative fault, the “defendant carries the burdens of production and persuasion”) (emphasis 

added).  A defendant asserting the defense of comparative fault bears the burden of proving “the 

existence or amount of fault attributable” to the plaintiff.  RSA 507:7-d. 

2. Comparative Fault Requires Proof of a Plaintiff’s Negligent Conduct and 
Causation. 

 
The applicability of the doctrine of comparative negligence is “triggered by a plaintiff’s 

negligence.”  Lavoie v. Hollinracke, 127 N.H. 764, 769 (1986); Broughton v. Proulx, 152 N.H. 

549, 558 (2005).  To prevail on its comparative fault defense, WP must prove (1) that Wolfeboro 

was negligent and (2) that such negligent conduct caused its injuries.  Estate of Joshua v. State, 

150 N.H. 405, 407 (2003).   

The requirement of proximate cause “involves both cause-in fact and legal cause.”  

Bronson v. The Hitchcock Clinic, 140 N.H. 798, 801 (1996).  Cause-in-fact requires WP to 

establish that the injury would not have occurred without the negligent conduct.  Id.  To satisfy 

this requirement, WP must produce evidence sufficient to warrant a reasonable juror’s 

conclusion that the causal link between the alleged negligence and the injury probably existed.  

Id.  To satisfy the legal cause requirement, WP must establish that the negligent conduct was a 

substantial factor in bringing about the harm.  Estate of Joshua, 150 N.H. at 408 (citations 

omitted).  

3. Expert Testimony is Required to Prove Negligence  

The New Hampshire Supreme Court has held that where “scientific issues would be 

beyond the capacity of men of common experience and knowledge to form a valid judgment by 

themselves . . . expert evidence [is] required to assist a jury in its decision.”  Wood v. Public 

Serv. Co., 114 N.H. 182, 186 (1974).  Thus, expert testimony is required whenever “the matter to 

be determined is so distinctly related to some science, profession, business or occupation as to be 
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beyond the ken of average layman.”  Lemay v. Burnett, 139 N.H. 633, 635-36 (1995) (affirming 

dismissal of claim that defendant had negligently designed a swimming pool for want of expert 

testimony).   

This is a complex construction dispute wherein the Town alleges damages relating to the 

siting, selection, design, construction and operation of a rapid infiltration wastewater disposal 

system.  See WP’s Objection to Wolfeboro’s Motion for Expenses and Attorneys’ Fees 

(Document No. 75, Page 1).  Specifically, the startup of the RIB System (and any purported 

negligence on behalf of Wolfeboro in such operation) involves complex issues concerning 

wastewater engineering, hydrology, geotechnical engineering, and other matters “distinctly 

related to some science…as to be beyond the ken of average layman.”  Lemay at 635-36.  

Indeed, both sides have retained numerous experts to testify at trial. 

In cases involving professional negligence, the New Hampshire Supreme Court has 

required expert testimony as to negligent conduct and causation.  See, e.g., Carbone v. Tierney, 

151 N.H. 521 (2004) (expert testimony required in legal malpractice cases); Thorpe v. 

Department of Corrections, 133 N.H. 299, 304 (1990) (explaining that expert testimony is 

necessary if “any inference of the requisite causal link must depend on observation and analysis 

outside the common experience of jurors”).  This includes comparative fault.  Brann v. Exeter 

Clinic, 127 N.H. 155 (1985) (holding that lack of expert opinion as to the question of whether 

plaintiff’s delay in seeking medical treatment was in some measure a cause of his death was fatal 

to defendant’s comparative fault defense and stating “where there is no expert testimony that 

could support an inference of causal negligence, there is no issue for the jury”).  

WP is therefore required to present expert opinion in support of its defenses that 

Wolfeboro’s startup and initial operation of the RIB System in March and April of 2009 was 
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negligent and a cause of Wolfeboro’s damages. 

4. WP Cannot Proffer Any Expert Opinion That Wolfeboro’s Conduct Was 
Negligent Or a Proximate and Legal Cause of its Damages. 
 

Neither of WP’s disclosed expert reports proffer any admissible opinion that: (1) 

Wolfeboro was negligent, or (2) such negligent conduct caused Wolfeboro’s damages.   

a. Haley and Alrich 

Haley & Aldrich, Inc. (“HA”) submitted a single timely expert report in December, 2012.  

See Exhibit A (the “HA Report”).  The HA report contains only two passages that claim that 

Wolfeboro “overloaded” the RIB Site.     

First, in its Executive Summary, HA concludes that Wolfeboro’s operation of the RIB 

System at start-up was “aggressive and imprudent” and “likely had a causal effect on the slope 

instabilities that developed.”  See HA Report, p. 2.  Specifically, HA questions Wolfeboro’s 

initial loading of the RIB Site at “800,000 gpd on average in the first 3 weeks of March 2009…” 

a rate that they claim “exceeded the permitted discharge rate (600,000 gpd).”  Id.  HA further 

states that had Wolfeboro loaded at a lesser rate “there would have been an opportunity to 

observe Site conditions, and take any corrective action prior to occurrence of excessive seepage, 

soil piping and erosion.”  Id. at 3.  Later, the HA Report restates that “… the overloading of the 

RIB’s during initial start-up, and periodically during the ensuing months (between April and 

June 2009), likely caused or significantly contributed to the piping and slope instabilities that 

were observed shortly after start-up.”  Id. at 15.  

As fully set forth in Wolfeboro’s companion Motion in Limine,2 the HA Report experts 

designated by WP (DeGenova & Kastrinos) are not competent to testify regarding the operation 

or damage to the RIB Site and, at deposition, could not support the broad, unsupported 

                                                 
2 Wolfeboro’s Motion To Exclude The Haley And Aldrich Experts Or In The Alternative Limit Their Testimony. 
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conclusions in the Report.   

Mr. DeGenova testified that he will offer no opinion about “loading rates and 

overloading,” or Wolfeboro’s alleged failure to follow WP’s loading recommendations and 

would instead defer to Mr. John Kastrinos’ opinion on these topics.  See Exhibit B, DeGenova 

Depo, Page 49:1-4 and Page 53:13-24.  He further testified that analysis of the “overloading” 

issues were the province of others at HA, presumably Mr. Kastrinos.  

“My primary focus, as I stated, was geotechnical related aspects and can it be 
repaired.  That was my primary focus.  So details on what the RIB loading was 
and how that affected ground water levels, I left that to other professional to 
assess.”  Exhibit B, DeGenova Depo, Page 17:22-4, 18:1-2. 

 
Mr. Kastrinos, however, does not profess to be, and is not, an expert in the start-up and 

operation of wastewater facilities  

Q:  Knowing as it did in March of 2009 that the  town was discharging flows over 
600,000, do you believe that Wright-Pierce was in breach of a standard of care by 
not warning the town of the potential damage to the site? 

 
MR. CORKUM: Objection. 

A. I’m not a wastewater engineer. I do not get involved in start-up and operation for 
the most part.  Basically the work of a hydrogeologist is largely complete at the 
design phase. I guess just what I've stated is that in projects such as this where 
you're handling a lot of water or wastewater, you should start off slow and then 
ramp up to the higher flow rates. 
 

See Exhibit C, Kastrinos Depo. Page 152 (emphasis added).  See also p. 130 (same).  

Mr. Kastrinos could only offer general testimony on how the RIB System should be 

“ramped up slowly.”   

In my opinion it is aggressive and imprudent to start a system like that at one of 
the higher flow rates you anticipate the system ever seeing.  

 
See Exhibit C, Kastrinos Depo. Page 129:5-9.    

As pointed out in Wolfeboro Motion in Limine to Exclude the HA Expert, Mr. Kastrinos 
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may be an expert hydrogeologist; however, he is clearly not qualified to provide expert opinion 

on whether Wolfeboro’s operation of the RIB Site was negligent, or the purported damage 

caused by such negligence.  The First Circuit has held “[t]hat a witness qualifies as an expert 

with respect to certain matters or areas of knowledge, does not mean that he or she is qualified to 

express expert opinions as to other fields.”  Levin v. Dalva Brothers, Inc., 459 F.3d 68, 78 (1st 

Cir. 2006).   

Moreover, whether or not Wolfeboro: (1) discussed the loading rate with WP, (2) 

followed WP’s advice regarding startup (or that WP otherwise approved the loading rate) and (3) 

whether the loading rate met the requirements of the NHDES permit are basic critical facts that 

would bear on whether Wolfeboro’s conduct was negligent.  Mr. Kastrinos testified that he was 

unaware of the communications between Wolfeboro and WP prior to startup in which the RIB 

System loading rate was discussed.   

“I mean, I’ve stated that starting off at higher rates as opposed to something 
considerably less and building up to the permitted discharge rate or higher was 
aggressive and imprudent. And I can only speculate as to the specific 
communications between the town and Wright-Pierce over the decision to do that.  
Exhibit C, Kastrinos Depo. Page 151:17-22.    
 

Finally, the HA Report (or deposition testimony of the HA witnesses) does not establish  

any causal relationship between any alleged negligent conduct by Wolfeboro and Wolfeboro’s 

damages. When asked about his opinion that “higher initial loadings could have created 

preferential flow paths to central wetlands after slope failure and piping,”  HA Report at Page 14, 

Mr. Kastrinos stated he did not know whether the higher loading rate caused or contributed to 

damage to the RIB Site: 

Q. Do you know whether those preferential pathways would have been created at 
lower flows? 

 
A. I do not. 
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Q. So those preferential pathways could have been created as a result of any 
operation at the site? 

 
A. Well, there's no way of telling, not having operational data and observational 
data at lower flows to start with. 

 
Q. So we don't know? 

 
A. Don’t know. 

Exhibit C, Kastrinos Depo. Page 181:10-20.    

Finally, the HA Report does not make any attempt to quantify the purported damages 

caused by Wolfeboro’s initial start-up operation of the RIB System.  See generally, HA Report; 

Kastrinos and DeGovina Depos.   

In sum, the H&A Report and Mr. Kastrinos’ testimony indicates that WP cannot meet its 

burden to show that Wolfeboro was negligent, or that such allegedly negligent conduct caused 

Wolfeboro’s damages.  The wholly unsupported opinion in the HA Report that Wolfeboro’s 

startup of the RIB Site “likely” had a causal effect or was “probably causal” is the type of 

“conjecture, chance, or doubtful and unsatisfactory speculation” that the Supreme Court noted in 

Townsend should be “withdrawn[n]…from the consideration of the jury.”  Townsend v. Legere, 

141 N.H. 593, 595 (1997); see also Damon v. Sun Co., Inc., 87 F.3d 1467, 1474 (1st Cir. 1996) 

(holding an expert should not be permitted to give an opinion that is based on “conjecture or 

speculation from an insufficient evidentiary foundation”).  

b. Richard Moore  

WP’s remaining expert, Richard Moore, does not offer any opinion in his expert report 

that Wolfeboro was negligent or that it was responsible for the damage to the RIB Site.  See 

Moore Report, Exhibit D.  In addition, Mr. Moore testified that the intent of his Report was not 

to shift the blame from Wright-Pierce to Wolfeboro: 
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Q. We’ll get to those e-mails in a second, but are you, Mr. Moore, trying to say, 
the whole taste of these paragraphs, the last paragraph on the bottom of page 
seven and the first paragraph on the top of page eight, the whole flavor of those 
paragraphs seems to be trying to shift the blame from Wright-Pierce to the town. 
Is that your intent? 

 
A. No. I'm just trying to say there was a process here. There were people involved 
that had reasonably digestible information in front of them and that Wright-Pierce 
did their proper due diligence and that there was a failure. 

 
Q. Whether they did their proper due diligence is the subject of this lawsuit. And 
it certainly was a failure. Are you implying in any way the town was responsible 
for that failure? 

 
A. I’m suggesting that the pressure to load the facilities at greater than 600,000 
gallons a day based on what I've seen and what I've observed was ill-founded and 
wasn't a wise decision. 

 
Exhibit E, Moore Depo. p. 199.  

Mr. Moore’s opinion that the loading of the RIB’s was “ill-founded and wasn’t a wise 

decision,” does not equate to an expert opinion that Wolfeboro was negligent, or that any such 

negligent conduct was responsible for some or all of Wolfeboro’s damages.  

In fact, the above testimony makes clear that Moore plainly disclaims any such opinions.  

5. The Speculation and Conjecture of WP’s Experts Is Insufficient, As A 
Matter of Law, To Permit Jury Instructions As to Comparative Fault. 
 

To present the issue of comparative fault to a jury, the defendant must present tangible 

evidence of such fault.  Townsend, 141 N.H. at 595.  If reasonable jurors could only reach a 

decision on the issue “by conjecture, chance, or doubtful and unsatisfactory speculation, it is the 

duty of the trial court to withdraw the issue from the consideration of the jury.”  Id.  In cases 

where “there is no expert testimony that could support an inference of causal negligence, there is 

no issue for the jury…‘Otherwise the jury would be deciding the case on conjecture rather than 

reason.’”  Brann v. Exeter Clinic, 127 N.H. 155, 159 (N.H. 1985) citing Jutras v. Satters, 96 N.H. 

300, 302 (1950) (finding that jurors did not possess “engineering knowledge,” and therefore lack 
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of expert testimony as to contributory negligence defense preclude jury instruction as to 

comparative fault). 

Although the determination of the substance of a jury instruction in a diversity case is a 

matter of state law, the grant or denial thereof is a matter of procedure controlled by federal law.  

Kelliher v. General Transp. Servs., 29 F.3d 750, 754 (1st Cir.1994) quoting Farrell v. Klein 

Tools, Inc., 866 F.2d 1294, 1296 (10th Cir. 1989) (quotation marks omitted).  Federal law is 

clear that even if a proposed jury instruction accurately describes the law, it should not be given 

if there is not sufficient evidence to support it.  Kelliher, 29 F. 3d at 755; Gillentine v. McKeand, 

426 F.2d 717, 723 (1st Cir. 1970).   

Because WP has disclosed no competent expert opinion on the issue of negligence or 

causation, its Fifth Affirmative Defense alleging comparative fault fails as a matter of law and 

should be struck prior to trial.  Wolfeboro requests that the Court refrain from instructing the jury 

on comparative fault in light of the fact that WP will fail to meet its burden of proof.   

B. WP’s Sixth Affirmative Defense (Fault of Others)  

WP’s Sixth Affirmative Defense states that:  

if the Plaintiff was damaged as alleged, which WP denies, then said 
damage resulted from the acts and/or omissions of persons or entities over 
which WP had no control and for whose conduct WP is neither legally 
liable nor responsible.  

 
See Answer to Amended Complaint.3   

WP has not alleged that any other party, other than Wolfeboro, caused or contributed to 

Wolfeboro’s damages and WP’s experts offer no opinion that any third party is responsible for 

Wolfeboro’s damages.  See generally H&A and Moore reports.  

                                                 
3  To date, WP has not identified any other “party” whom it believes to be at fault other than Wolfeboro, therefore, 
Wolfeboro presumes that this Affirmative Defenses pertains to Wolfeboro and not to any other entity or entities. 
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Because any determination of Wolfeboro’s “fault” must be measured by the comparative 

fault standard (e.g. negligence), and because WP has not identified any third party who is 

allegedly at fault, WP’s Sixth Affirmative Defense should be struck for the reasons identified 

above and no instruction should be given to the jury as to the “fault of others.” 

C. WP’s Tenth Affirmative Defense (Subsequent Events)  

WP’s Tenth Affirmative Defense states:  

the Plaintiff’s claims are barred because all of the Plaintiff’s damages, if 
any, arise from subsequent events that did not arise from any actionable 
claims against WP. 

 
See Answer to Amended Complaint.4   

Once again, to the extent this affirmative defense pertains to Wolfeboro’s allegedly 

negligent conduct in “overloading” the RIB Site, which occurred after WP’s negligence, this 

affirmative defense should be struck because WP cannot meet its burden of proof in the absence 

of any expert opinion as to negligent conduct and causation.  Furthermore, WP’s experts have 

not identified any other “subsequent events” that were the cause of Wolfeboro’s damages. For 

the reasons identified in that Motion in Limine and above, WP’s Tenth Affirmative Defense 

should be struck.  No instruction should be given to the jury as to “subsequent events.” 

D. WP’s Eleventh Affirmative Defense (Superseding Cause)  

WP’s Tenth Affirmative Defense states that “if the Plaintiff was damaged as alleged, said 

damages were caused by the intervening and/or superseding acts of other parties for whom WP is 

not responsible.”  See Answer to Amended Complaint.5  Once again, to the extent this 

affirmative defense pertains to Wolfeboro’s allegedly negligent conduct in “overloading” the 

RIB Site, which occurred after WP’s negligence, this affirmative defense should be struck 

                                                 
4  See Footnote 2. 
5  See Footnote 2. 
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because WP cannot meet its burden of proof in the absence of any expert opinion as to negligent 

conduct and causation.   

E. WP Should Be Precluded From Arguing that Wolfeboro “Overloaded” the 
Site. 

 
Having shown above that WP cannot, as a matter of law, meet it burden of proof as to its 

Comparative Fault Defenses, WP should be precluded from arguing that Wolfeboro 

“overloaded” the RIB Site, as such argument is not relevant any legitimate WP defense. See 

McElwain v. Harris, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18273, *6 (D.N.H. 2006) (Relevant evidence is 

defined as “evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of 

consequence to the determination of the action more or less probable than it would be without 

the evidence.”); see Fed. R. Evid. 401.   Further, even if WP was to identify some relevance to 

how Wolfeboro loaded the RIB Site, WP should be precluded from arguing that Wolfeboro 

“overloaded” the RIB Site, or any similar connotative language.  Where WP cannot prove 

comparative fault, any suggestion of “overloading” is likely to unfairly prejudice Wolfeboro, and 

confuse and mislead the jury.  The issues at trial should be streamlined to whether WP was 

negligent, and the damages resultant to that negligence.  Any superfluous argument relative to 

alleged “overloading” would be meant simply to distract the jury from these necessary 

determinations.  

Pursuant to LR 7.1(a)(2), no memorandum of law is necessary, as all supporting 

authorities are cited herein. 

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Wolfeboro requests that this Honorable Court issue an order granting the 

following relief: 

(1) WP’s Fifth, Sixth, Tenth, and Eleventh Affirmative defenses shall be struck;  
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(2) The jury shall not be instructed as to contributory negligence or comparative fault;  

(3) The jury verdict form shall not include any questions relating to contributory 

negligence or comparative fault; and 

(4) Such further relief as is necessary and just. 

Respectfully submitted, 

The Town of Wolfeboro, 

By its attorneys, 

Date: March 18, 2014     /s/ Seth M. Pasakarnis   
       Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP 

Rhian M.J. Cull (Pro Hac Vice) 
Seth M. Pasakarnis, Esq. (Bar #18971) 

       11 South Main Street, Suite 400 
       Concord, NH 03301-4846 
       Tel: (603) 225-4334 
       rcull@hinckleyallen.com    

spasakarnis@hinckleyallen.com   
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I, Seth M. Pasakarnis, Esq., hereby certify that on this date a true and accurate copy of this 
document filed through the ECF system will be sent electronically to the registered participants 
as identified on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF). 
 
       /s/ Seth M. Pasakarnis    
       Seth M. Pasakarnis 
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